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Abstract - In this paper, it is shown how neural networks can
be used to estimate parameters of PID-controllers for
different classes of dynamic processes. By measuring a
number of points at the step-response or the impulseresponse of a process and using them as input to a
successfully trained neural network, the network can
estimate the PID-parameters for the same process according
to well-known tuning rules for PID-controllers. The
estimation can be made with good accuracy for the three
classes of dynamic processes studied in this paper and for
the three tuning methods discussed. It is also shown that the
result of the neural network training can be much improved
by making different forms of pre-processing on the training
data set. In the paper, we have used feed-forward neural
networks with two layers of hidden neurons and the best
networks were trained, using a two-step procedure based on
Levenberg-Marquardts method.

I. INTRODUCTION
In different kinds of industries there are many processes
which must be automatically controlled. Two
components, which are often used in industrial control
applications are PI- and PID-controllers. In order to
obtain the desired behaviour of a feedback control system,
the system must be well designed and this requires that
the PID-parameters are tuned with care. The most
accurate methods today for tuning of PID-parameters
require the frequency response of the process or a
mathematical model from which the frequency response
can be obtained. However, for many industrial processes,
it is not realistic to put up these models, since it requires
too much time and/or engineering skill.
In this paper, a new method to tune the PID-controllers
is discussed. The method is based on neural networks and
it is shown how such networks can be used to estimate
parameters of PID-controllers for different classes of
dynamic processes. The step responses of three different
classes of processes are illustrated in Fig. 1. By measuring
a number of points at the step-response or the impulseresponse of a process and using them as input to a
successfully trained neural network, as presented in
Fig. 2, the network can estimate the PID-parameters for
the same process according to different tuning rules for
PID-controllers. It is shown that that the PID-parameters
can be estimated with good accuracy by the neural
network for the classes of dynamic processes studied and
for the tuning methods discussed.
II. TYPES OF PROCESSES
The following three classes of processes have been
studied in this paper, (1) processes with 3-6 real time

constants, (2) processes with two complex poles and one
real pole and (3) processes with dead-time and three time
constants.
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where the order n is a number between 3 and 6, the time
constants Ti are between 1and 100, and the dead-time d is
between 1 and 20.
In Fig. 1 three examples of step responses for the three
different classes of processes are shown.
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Fig. 1. Step responses for the three different classes of
processes.
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Fig. 2. The values 2.5 %, 5 %, 10 %, 25 %, 50 % and 75 % of the final level of the step response are chosen as input data
for processes of type (1). The corresponding PID-parameters are the neural network output data.
III. NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING
First of all, a network must be trained and this means
that the synaptic weights and thresholds are adjusted by
iterative presentation of a set of examples called the
training set. The training set is a set of input data and
corresponding desired output data. In this work, a large
number of transfer functions which belong to the three
classes of transfer functions above have been created by
random. Then, the step responses and PID-parameters for
these processes have been calculated. As input data for
the neural network, different points at the step responses
have been chosen and as output data the PID-parameters
are chosen. The purpose of the networks is to calculate
PID-parameters for different processes, using only the
step response as input data. For processes (1) with 3 to 6
real time constants, we have chosen the time when the
step-response has reached 2.5 %, 5 %, 10 %, 25 %, 50 %
and 75 % of the final level as input data (Fig 2). For other
types of processes, the input data also includes other
parameters such as overshoot and dead time.
In general, there are several factors which affect the
accuracy of the trained neural network when estimating
PID-parameters for different processes. Some examples of
these factors are:
x

Network size: How many layers of neurons and
how many neurons are used in each layer? In the
research behind this paper, we have used fully
connected feed-forward neural networks with one
or two layers of hidden neurons and with
different number of neurons in each layer. The
investigations show that two layers of hidden
neurons are required in order to get a satisfactory
training result. In this paper, we will present the
result for networks with 10 and 21 neurons in the
hidden layers of neurons, however networks of
other sizes have been studied as well [2,4], but it
seems that the sizes presented give a satisfactory
training-result. The training time is about 4 times
longer for the networks with 21 neurons in the
hidden layers.

x

Type of threshold functions: The type of
threshold functions (such as hard-limit transfer
function, log-sigmoid transfer function or tansigmoid transfer function) in each layer may
affect the result of the neural network training. In
this paper we will only present results using tansigmoid threshold functions.

x

Training
algorithms:
The
mathematical
algorithm which is used for training of a network
will also affect how successful the trained
network is. In the research behind this paper, the
networks have been trained using many different
algorithms, such as the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm, the scaled conjugate gradient
algorithm and resilient backpropagation [2,3,4].
The best results, as well as the fastest
convergence were in general obtained using the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [3,5,6] and only
the results using this algorithm will be presented
here. For some networks and processes, we also
used a two-step training procedure based on
Levenberg-Marquardts method. This method is
further discussed below.

x

Number of training examples: In this thesis, 1000
examples have been used for training of the
networks and 1000 examples have been used as
validation examples.

x

Number of training epochs: In general, 400
epochs of training was used in all learning
experiments. This number of epochs was chosen
because in a number of trials, it was shown that
the result for test-data could not be further
improved by using more than 400 epochs.

The following three methods for tuning of PIDcontrollers (or PI-controllers) and the following structures
of PID-controllers have been used in this report:

IV. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
x

x

x

GPID

G PID

G PI

For processes with 3-6 real time constants (1) the
Kristiansson-Lennartsson’s method (KL) has
been used. For a description of the KL-method
see [7]. When using the KL tuning method the
parameters in the PID-structure (4) is estimated
by the neural network.
For processes with two complex poles and one
real pole (2) the Ziegler-Nichols (ZN) tuning
method has been used. For a description of
Ziegler Nichols method, see [8]. When using the
ZN tuning method the parameters in the structure
(5) is estimated by the neural network.
For processes with dead-time and three timeconstants we have used PI-controllers and a
method which guarantees a phase-margin of 45O.
When using this tuning method the parameters in
the structure (6) are estimated by the neural
network.
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When simulating the network with training data or test
data an error matrix is obtained. This error matrix is the
difference between the desired and the simulated output
data matrix. If the network has three output signals and if
1000 examples are simulated, the error matrix has 3 rows
and 1000 columns (7).
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In order to compare different networks, the following
performance-measures have been used:
eaverage :

The average relative error in percent for
each row (i.e. for each estimated
parameter).
The average relative error is defined
according to equations (8-10) for
processes of the first type (1).
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Table I summarizes all investigated cases, where three
different types of processes with three different tuning
methods and controllers have been used.
For processes of the first type (1), we have studied the
training result, using raw input data to the network as well
as normalized (scaled) data. The training result was
clearly better when using normalized input data. When
normalizing, all time-parameters in the input and output
data matrices were divided by the time for the different
step responses to reach 50% of their final values. All
frequency parameters were multiplied by the same
amount. The normalization will scale the inputs and
outputs so that they fall in a smaller range. This will, in
general, improve the neural network training.
For some networks and processes, we also present the
results using a two-step training procedure based on
Levenberg-Marquardts method. The first step is an
ordinary training procedure using normalized input data
and Levenberg-Marquardts method. Then a second step is
performed, where an extended training set is used for the
network. In the extended training data set, all processes
for which the network had a relative error above 1% for
any parameter in the first step, were included three times
in the extended training set.
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emax

The maximum relative error for each
parameter.

e >2%

Number of relative errors above 2 % for
each parameter (in percent of the total
number of examples)

The same performance measures have also been used
for processes of type (2) and (3) and are defined in a
similar way.
V. RESULTS
The result of the neural network training using
Levenberg-Marquardts method is dependent on the initial
random values for the synaptic weights in the network.
Therefore, the result will in general not be the same in
two different trials even if the same training examples
have been used. In this report, we will only present the
best result obtained after a number of trials with the same
input-output-data for each model. In general, we have
made between 5 and 10 different trials for each network.
As the best result, the one that gave the smallest average
relative error for test data was chosen.

TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF ALL INVESTIGATED CASES IN THIS PAPER
Process type
Process type 1
equation (1)

Tuning method
The KL-method

Process type 2
equation (2)
Process type 3
equation (3)

The ZNMethod
Phase margin
45O

Type of controller
PID
equation (4)

Input data
2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75 % of the
final level of the step response

PID
equation (5)
PI
equation (6)

10, 50, 100 % of the final level
of the step response and M1, TM1
2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75 % of final
level of step response and d1

Output data
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1)

M, TM and d denote overshoot, the time for overshoot and dead-time respectively.
2)
k0 and T0 are the critical amplitude and the period time where the phase shift is -180   "!$# %'&)(*&+# ,-/.  &)021'&436587:96;4# ;<;4369/1'(*= 3'>@?BA - method,
the PID-parameters i.e. K, TD, TI and TF are obtained.
3)
Note that 9 is not included in the output matrix because the value of 9 is constant and equal to 0.75 according to the KL-method.

A. Networks for Processes of Type 1
In tables II-VI, the result is presented for the neural
networks for processes of type (1).
TABLE II
eaverage, emax and e > 2 % defined as above for a network of type 6-21-21-3
for both training data and test data.
Training data
eaverage (%)
emax (%)
e > 2 % (%)
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0.51
6.34
1.8

0.12
2.28
0.2

0.19
2.51
0.4

ki



0.69
21.10
3.3

0.15
6.51
0.70

Training data
eaverage (%)
emax (%)
e > 2 % (%)




3.33 1.09
40.32 61.82
61.3 12.50



1.13
17.02
13.10



4.70
471.87
62.20

1.26
54.25
12.80

1.38
30.00
17.00
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0.073
2.53
0.1

0.056
4.37
0.3



0.050
0.36
0



0.055
0.70
0

TABLE V
eaverage, emax and e > 2 % defined as above for a network of type 6-21-21-3
for both training data and test data after normalization and two step
training.
Training data

ki
eaverage (%)
emax (%)
e > 2 % (%)



0.053 0.044
0.22 0.49
0
0

0.14
3.59
0.4

0.075
1.13
0

ki



0.15
4.62
0.5

0.13
5.65
0.3



0.083
2.48
0.1



0.035
0.29
0

TABLE VII
eaverage, emax and e > 2 % defined as above for a network of type 5-21-21-2
for both training data and test data.



Test data

ki

0.13
1.021
0

Test data


In tables VII-VIII, the result is presented for the neural
networks for processes of type (1).

Test data

ki

Training data
0.064 0.046
0.50 1.17
0
0

eaverage (%)
emax (%)
e > 2 % (%)



B. Networks for Processes of Type 2

0.24
9.19
0.8

TABLE IV
eaverage, emax and e > 2 % defined as above for a network of type 6-21-21-3
for both training data and test data after normalization.

eaverage (%)
emax (%)
e > 2 % (%)

Training data

ki

Test data


TABLE III
eaverage, emax and e > 2 % defined as above for a network of type 6-10-10-3
for both training data and test data.

ki

TABLE VI
eaverage, emax and e > 2 % defined as above for a network of type 6-10-10-3
for both training data and test data after normalization.

Test data

ki



0.061
1.42
0

0.046
0.99
0



0.043
1.078
0

eaverage (%)
emax (%)
e > 2 % (%)

Training data
k0
T0
0.028
0.010
0.20
0.070
0
0

Test data
k0
T0
0.032
0.013
0.20
0.22
0
0

TABLE VIII
eaverage, emax and e > 2 % defined as above for a network of type 5-10-10-2
for both training data and test data.

eaverage (%)
emax (%)
e > 2 % (%)

Training data
k0
T0
0.051
0.016
0.41
0.098
0
0

Test data
k0
T0
0.055
0.018
0.43
0.12
0
0

C. Networks for Processes of Type 3
In tables IX-X, the result is presented for the neural
networks for processes of type (1).

TABLE IX
eaverage, emax and e > 2 % defined as above for a network of type 7-21-21-2
for both training data and test data.
Training data


ki
eaverage (%)
emax (%)
e > 2 % (%)

0.022
0.21
0

0.023
0.47
0

Test data

ki



0.045
3.47
0.2

0.032
1.25
0

TABLE X
eaverage, emax and e > 2 % defined as above for a network of type 7-10-10-2
for both training data and test data.
Training data
eaverage (%)
emax (%)
e > 2 % (%)

network can estimate the PID-parameters for the same
process according to well-known tuning rules for PIDcontrollers. The estimation could be done with good
accuracy for the classes of dynamic processes studied and
for the tuning methods discussed.
However, even if the method has proved to work well
for the processes studied, the networks obtained are not
yet developed to take care of all possible types of
processes and they have not yet been tested using data
from real processes. In this section, the following topics
will be discussed:
x

How to make the PID-tuning-networks better
when the input data is disturbed by a lot of
measurement noise? How to improve the
robustness and accuracy of the networks?

x

How to construct PID-networks for broader
classes of processes, such as processes with
integration and non-minimum phase processes?

Test data
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ki



0.023
0.30
0

0.024
0.30
0

0.044
4.77
0.4

0.17
84.57
0.4

VI. CONCLUSIONS
From the results presented above, the following
conclusions can be drawn:
x

The neural network training result for processes
of type (2) is very good. For processes of this
type, the maximum error is only 0.43% for test
data when using a 5-10-10-3-network and it is
0.22% for a 5-21-21-2-network.

x

For processes of type (3), the result is also
satisfactory. The maximum error is 3.47% for a
7-21-21-2-network and only 0.2% of the
processes have an error above 2% for any
parameter. The result shows that the networks
perform well for this type of processes.

x

For processes of type (1) the training result is not
satisfactory when using raw training data. The
maximum error is 21.1% for a 6-21-21-3network and 3.3% of the test processes have an
error above 2%. When using normalized input
data, the performance is clearly better. Here, the
maximum error is 4.37% and 0.3% of the
processes have an error above 2%.

x

The best networks for processes of type (1) were
obtained when using the two-step procedure for
training of the neural networks. In particular, it
was possible to reduce the maximum error and
the amount of processes with an error above 2%.
For the best network. The maximum error was
1.4 % and no processes had an error above 2 %.
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, it was shown that neural networks can be
used to estimate PID-regulator parameters for different
classes of dynamic processes. By measuring a number of
points at the step-response of a process and using them as
input to a successfully trained neural network, the

In this report, we have studied the ability of neural
networks to estimate PID-parameters from time domain
data for a number of simulated processes. The results
show that the networks are well suited for this problem.
However, in real applications, we have to deal with
processes having a lot of noise (measurement noise and
process noise). It is easily shown that the estimations
using the PID-networks are rather sensitive to
disturbances. That is, a small change in one or more of the
input parameters may lead to great changes in the PIDparameter estimations.
There are several methods to reduce the sensitivity of
the estimations. One method is to reduce the noise level at
the input data by measuring several step responses and
then calculate the average values of the input parameters.
Another way may be to build networks, which uses
additional information as input data. Probably the
training-result and the accuracy of the network can be
improved by using additional input data to the network.
Instead of only using points at the step response, we can
also use points at the impulse response or points at other
transient responses. In this report, we have used the time
when the step response has reached 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50 and
75% of the final value as input information for processes
of type (1). The reason, using smaller time-intervals at the
beginning of the step-response, is that the start of the
transient gives more accurate information about the highfrequency characteristics of a process. However, this
information may also be obtained by measuring different
points at the impulse response.
The networks discussed in this report have used
training-data from processes with three to six timeconstants, as well as, processes with dead time and
complex poles. However, it would be desirable to have
networks, which can estimate PID-parameters for broader
classes of processes such as processes with integration
and non-minimum phase processes. When estimating
PID-parameters for these types of processes, however, the
network has to be more complex and it probably has to
use different input data for different types of processes.

For a process with overshoot, it is natural to use the
overshoot and period time as input data to the network,
for processes with integration, it is natural to use the slope
of the step response and so on.
In short, networks for broader classes of processes can
work according to two principles. The simplest approach
is that the user makes the classification of the processes
and then uses different networks for different classes of
processes. Some important classes of processes are:
1. Processes with s-formed step response, but no
overshoot.
2. Processes with integration.
3. Processes with overshoot.
4. Non minimum phase processes.
5. Instable processes.
The other approach is to use a separate network for
classification of the process and then automatically chose
one of different networks for different classes of
processes. When this approach is used, the network needs
more input data, not only the six or seven points at the
step response. In order to make good estimations, the
network perhaps needs the complete step response and
other input information as well.
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